Swaddling Simplified!

1. Align baby’s shoulders with top of open wrap. Tuck legs inside leg pocket then open tab at top of leg pocket.

2. Wrap left wing over baby’s torso and tuck under baby’s opposite arm. Secure tab to top of leg pocket.

3. Place right wing over left and secure opened tabs to fabric patch on left wing. Wings should be snug over baby’s chest. Always place babies on their backs to sleep.

**Steps 1-3**

**Step 1:**
- To crib slats, ensuring that all ties are facing out.

**Step 2:**
- Place right wing over left and secure to sleep.

**Step 3:**
- Wrap left wing over baby’s torso and tuck under baby’s opposite arm. Secure tab to sleep.

**Instructions for Crib SnugWrap™**

- **Remove crib mattress from crib.**
- **Insert crib mattress into place.**
- **Ensure that all ties are securely fastened.**
- **Hang the comforter from the clips in between the clip mechanism. Close the clips in between the clip mechanism to hold the comforter up at each corner.**
- **Dimension where to insert the comforter clips in this set is for all 4 corners up to a 45-degree angle.**

**How to properly install Comforter Clips:**

1. Place your nails or screw (not included) into the wall at a 45-degree angle.
2. Using a screw driver or hammer, drive the screws or nails into the wall and hang your comforter in the clips.
3. Be sure the unused panels are properly tucked clearly out of a standing baby’s reach.

**Care Instructions:**

- **SWADDLED™:** Machine wash cold with like colors, gentle cycle. Use non-chlorine bleach only if needed. Tumble dry low. Iron if needed. Do not iron platform.
- **SWADDLEME®:** Machine wash cold with like colors, gentle cycle. Use non-chlorine bleach only if needed. Tumble dry low. Iron if needed. Do not iron platform.
- **COMFORTER:** Machine wash cold with like colors, gentle cycle. Use non-chlorine bleach only if needed. Tumble dry low. Iron if needed. Do not iron platform.
- **VALANCE:** Machine wash cold with like colors, gentle cycle. Use non-chlorine bleach only if needed. Tumble dry low. Iron if needed.